What does it mean to be an Advocate?
How do we make a difference with our words?
The Advocators comic book points to the impacts that can be made to break down barriers in our communities. The Mission Response Guide’s mission is to bring our youth in transition to the table, identifying and advocating for solutions to barriers in their communities and lives. This tool provides a platform for their voice to reach the world and make an impact!

Calling all Leaders, Educators, and Specialists!

Are you part of a youth group or lead a classroom? Would you like physical issues to distribute to your participants?
Contact AccessAbility through the Advocators Headquarters page to request your physical copies of issue one of The Advocators!
You can also find a digital print version on our website. Limited quantities of accessible printings are available upon request.
Comics are available while supplies last!

Advocator Reconnaissance Challenge... click! click CLICK!

Advocators, We need your help sharing this story! Here is our challenge to you. Take a photo with the comic in a location of interest (where advocacy is needed) or with a person you are sharing the comic with. Upload your favorite selfie with the comic in hand and TAG US on any of our social media platforms: Facebook, Instagram, Twitter. Check out our social media for prize details!

Contest ENDS Dec. 18th!

Facebook: SCAbility      Instagram: accessability      Twitter: SCAccessAbility

Upload your best photo at the headquarters!

By completing this guide individually or with a group, and submitting it to www.abilitysc.org/theadvocators homepage, your ideas could impact The Advocators NEXT ADVENTURE!